We are using the notation lim"lim" in the standard sense of the common value of limälim" and lim}lim". In (e, 5) form the condition of the theorem is equivalent to the following:% For every «>0 there exists a 8t such that for every 5 ^ 8t, there exists an n¡, such that if n ^ «"«, then | U(n, 8) +L(n, 8)\ g«.
We establish the equivalence of our condition with the necessary and sufficient condition I of Jeffery, viz.
where C(l, j?) is the complement relative to E of the set for which \fn~f\uV for every n^l. By the definition of U(n, 8), for every e and 8, there exists a subset e of E of measure less than 8 such that
Since U(n, 8)^0, we can obviously assume that/"^0 on e. Now for any I and rj
As a consequence if we take 5 so that 8r¡ g e/2 and so that, for me g 5, it is true that /.|F| <e/2, then provided n^l f/n-f /-Let C+ be the subset of C{1, n) for which /" à 0, and C~ the set for which /"<0. If then I be chosen so that mC{l, r¡) gô, and n^l, then
In a similar way we show that
Hence if 5g5«, and / = Zj" with n^l, we have we find the well known result that when /" ^ 0, equicontinuity of ffn is a necessary condition for Umnffn=fF on E.
The theorem of this note is still valid if the convergence of/" to/ on E is convergence in a measure,f i.e., if D(n,-n) is the set of points of E for which |/"-/| >7) then UmnmD(n,r]) =0 for each r¡. Jeffery's Theorem must be altered so that the condition becomes lim" f fn = 0 JD(n,i) for every v. The proofs for this more general case require only slight changes from those given.
* Cf. Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 21 (1914) , p. 113.
